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0. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the structure of solutions to strictly hyperbolic
systems of conservation laws in one space dimension,
t u+x f (u)=0.
Initial data are given in the whole of R by h(x)=h\(x), \x>0, and they
are close to constant states u\0 which give rise to a single, strong, shock
wave; we shall refer to this piecewise constant wave as the background
state. The interest for this subject stems from two different sources.
At one hand, Chern [Ch] proved that if both the sup-norm deviation
of the data from the constant states, &h\&u\0 &L(\x>0) , and their total
variation, V(h\; \x>0), are sufficiently small, then there is a weak solu-
tion to the Cauchy problem
{tu+x f (u)=0u |t=0=u\0 , \x>0 (1)
which is globally defined in time. Some stability conditions are needed:
they amount to the stability of the background shock wave in the sense of
Majda, as was pointed out by Schochet [Sc], who moreover improved
Chern’s result by admitting a solution of a general Riemann problem as
background state. Both papers exploited the difference scheme of Glimm
[Gl] for the proofs.
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On the other hand, some recent work of the authors allowed to look at
the problem from another point of view. More precisely, in [Co] it is
shown that the interaction of rapidly oscillating wave trains of small
amplitude with a stable shock wave perturbs but does not destroy the
shock. A natural question is then whether the stability assumption pre-
serves the structure of shock wave in the solution also for perturbations of
bounded variation, and then to precise the smoothness of the shock curve
and the traces of the solution on either side. An answer in the affirmative
was given for the special case of a p-system by Wang and Li [WL]. Since
a shock problem can be considered as a free boundary problem, the mathe-
matical tool that is needed is a suitable version of Glimm scheme for mixed
problems; and this is provided by [ST] (see however also [Go]).
Our main result is that, under the assumption of stability for the back-
ground state, there exists a global shock wave solution u to (1), in a
suitable sense, whose shock curve x=/(t) is uniformly lipschitzean with
speed of bounded variation. Deviation in the sup-norm of this solution
from the background state and its total variations at fixed times are
bounded by related quantities of the initial data. Moreover we can then
prove that the traces of u along the shock curve have bounded variation,
which is bounded by the total variation of the initial data.
Analogous results concerning a strong contact discontinuity as back-
ground state will be given in a forthcoming paper. However let us remark
that in the present paper we do not need that the mode of the strong dis-
continuity is genuinely nonlinear, but simply that it does not change type
and satisfies Lax’s geometric entropy conditions: the main point is that the
discontinuity is not characteristic, at neither side. In particular when this
mode is linearly degenerate our results apply to some piecewise linear
model flows recently studied by Le Floch [LF].
Here is a plan of the paper. Precise definitions and results are provided
in Section 1. In Section 2 we show at first how Majda stability condition
allows to solve a Riemann problem for initial states close to u\0 ; the trans-
mission, deformation and reflection matrices at the boundary are then
singled out and interaction estimates are given. Section 3 is the core of the
paper. There we set running a Glimm-type scheme which has however the
flavour of a front tracking, since it makes continuous the approximate
strong shocks; this will imply at once the smoothness of /. The main point
is in weighting differently causal and noncausal waves in the linear func-
tionals and to relate this weight to the Glimm quadratic potentials for
future interactions. Our scheme is somewhat different from the one used in
[Ch] and [Sc]; for example, we do not need any quadratic functionals
estimating weak-strong interactions. At last, Section 4 contains the proof of
the result about traces; it makes use of the method of the approximate
characteristics of [GL].
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1. MAIN RESULTS
Let 0 be an open subset of RN, f a C3 function defined in 0 with values
in RN; we are concerned with the system of conservation laws in one space
dimension
t u+x f (u)=0. (1.1)
This system is assumed strictly hyperbolic, i.e., the eigenvalues *1(u), ..., *N(u)
of the Jacobian matrix A(u) of f (u) are real and distinct for u # 0; we sup-
pose that they are already written in the increasing order. We denote by
ri (u) a right eigenvector of the matrix A(u) associated to the eigenvalue
*i (u); we assume that every mode is either genuinely nonlinear or linearly
degenerate, that is, either D*i (u) } ri (u){0 or D*i (u) } ri (u)=0 holds for
every u # 0 and i=1, ..., N. We can therefore assume that the normalization
condition D*i } ri=1 is satisfied for each genuinely nonlinear mode; no
further condition is needed for the the other modes. We fix once for all an
integer } (greek kappa) between 1 and N.
Let u

&, u

+ be two constant states in 0, p

# R, and u

the function defined
by u

\ for \(x&p

t)>0; these notations will be currently used in the
following. We assume that u

is a }-shock wave with speed p

, i.e., the
RankineHugoniot conditions
p

[u

]&[ f (u

)]=0 (1.2)
hold as well as Lax’s entropy conditions
*}(u
+)<p

<*}(u
&), *}&1(u
&)<p

<*}+1(u
+) (1.3)
(see, e.g., [L]). As usual we denoted in (1.2) [u

]=u

+&u

&; sometimes we
shall refer to a piecewise }-constant shock wave by giving simply its left
and right-hand side states. Our definition of }-shock wave coincides with
that of Lax if *} is genuinely nonlinear, and this accounts for the same
name. However we allow that *} is linearly degenerate; in this case a
}-shock wave is a discontinuity which is not characteristic at neither side.
This somewhat improper terminology will be reserved to strong shocks: the
other weak shocks arising in the Glimm’s scheme are to be meant in the
usual sense.
We shall suppose that the shock wave u

is stable in the sense of Majda;
that means, by displaying matrices through their columns,
det(r1(u
&), ..., r}&1(u
&), [u

], r}+1(u
+), ..., rN(u
+)){0. (1.4)
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We recall that if the shock is sufficiently weak, then Lax’s entropy condi-
tions imply the stability of the shock; otherwise condition (1.4) must be
explicitly required.
We introduce now a terminology that will be used throughout the whole
paper. Let 0&, 0+ be two disjoints neighborhoods of u

&, u

+, respectively,
with 0\/0; we shall call causal eigenvalues the eigenvalues
*}(u&), ..., *N(u&), *1(u+), ..., *}(u+) (1.5)
and noncausal eigenvalues the others,
*1(u&), ..., *}&1(u&), *}+1(u+), ..., *N(u+), (1.6)
for u\ # 0\. This definition is somewhat awkward, since the same eigen-
value is named causal when it is restricted to a neighborhood and non-
causal otherwise; remark however that under this terminology the charac-
teristic curves associated to causal modes are incoming into the shock
curve x&p

t=0 (from the right or the left-hand side), while those
associated to noncausal modes are outgoing from the curve. We shall refer
analogously to causal or noncausal eigenvectors and write for u\ # 0\
r&nc(u
&)=(r1(u&), ..., r}&1(u&)) r&c (u
&)=(r}(u&), ..., rN(u&) (1.7)
r+c (u
+)=(r1(u+), ..., r}(u+)) r+nc(u
+)=(r}+1(u+), ..., rN(u+)). (1.8)
Under these notations condition (1.4) becomes
det(r&nc(u
&), [u

], r+nc(u
+)){0. (1.9)
We denote by BV(E) the set of functions of bounded variation in the
interval E of R; V(u)=&Du& (E ) will stand for the essential variation of u
in E (see, e.g., [Z]). The space of uniformly Lipschitz continuous functions
in E is denoted by Lip(E ).
Let us define R\=[y # R; \y>0]. Recall that a function u # Lloc(R
+
t _Rx)
is said a weak solution of system (1.1) coupled with some Lloc(Rx) initial
data h if u satisfies
|
Rt
+_Rx
(u(t, x) t ,(t, x)+ f(u(t, x)) x,(t, x)) dt dx
+|
Rx
h(x) ,(0, x) dx=0 (1.10)
for every function , in C10(R
2), the space of continuously differentiable
functions with compact support. Let u # BV loc(R+t _Rx), / # Lip(R
+
t ), and
denote by u\ the restrictions of u to some region \(x&/(t))>0; then u\
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have traces on the curve x&/(t)=0 in the class L1loc (see [V]). We shall
say that u is a }-shock wave with }-shock curve x&/(t)=0 if u is a weak
solution to (1.1) and Lax’s entropy conditions
*}(u+(t, /(t)))</$(t)<*} (u&(t, /(t)))
*}&1(u&(t, /(t)))</$(t)<*}+1(u+(t, /(t)))
hold a.e. on x=/(t). Let us remark that in this case the RankineHugoniot
conditions
/$[u]&[ f (u)]=0
are satisfied a.e. on the curve x=/(t) as a consequence of [V]. In the
following we shall often write p for the speed /$ of a shock curve.
Theorem 1.1. Let u

a stable, piecewise constant }-shock wave with
speed p

. Then there exists some $>0 such that, for every h\ # BV(R\)
satisfying
&h\&u

\&L$, V(h\)$, (1.11)
the Cauchy problem
{tu+x f (u)=0u(0, x)=h\(x), \ x>0 (1.12)
has a weak solution u in R+t _Rx which is a }-shock wave. The shock curve
is x&/(t)=0 for some / # Lip(R+t ), with /(0)=0 and p=/$ # BV(R
+
t );
moreover we have the estimates:
&u\&u

\&L+&p&p

&LC[&h&&u
&&L+&h+&u
+&L ] (1.13)
V(u\(t, } ))+V( p)C[V(h&)+V(h+)+|h&(0&)&u

&|
+|h+(0+)&u

+|], (1.14)
for some positive constant C.
This result is proved by using a suitable Glimm type scheme, and as
usual to almost every sequence %=[%k] # >k=1[&1, 1] there is associated
a solution u. For the following theorem we recall that equidistributed
sequences are a subset of measure one of >k=1[&1, 1] (see e.g. [KN]).
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Theorem 1.2. Let u be a solution as in the preceding theorem which is
issued from an equidistributed sequence; then the traces of u on the shock
curve x=/(t) are in BV(R+t ) and
V(u\(t, /(t))C[V(h&)+V(h+)+|h&(0&)&u

&|+|h+(0+)&u

+|].
At last we give some examples. The equations of gasdynamics fall within
our framework: in this case it is well known that all shock waves associated
to genuinely nonlinear eigenvalues are stable.
The interest of considering noncharacteristic discontinuities associates to
a linearly degenerate eigenvalue comes from a paper by Le Floch [LF]
concerning a model for elastodynamics. Our theorems apply and improve
his results about a case of supersonic phase boundary (case 1-a2, Fig. 2.3,
in [LF]). Another example in this context is provided by certain shock waves
associated to Alve n (linearly degenerate) modes in magnetohydrodynamics:
we refer the reader to [F].
2. THE RIEMANN PROBLEM IN PRESENCE OF
A STRONG SHOCK
In this section we show how the stability condition (1.9) allows to solve
the Riemann problem for states which are close to some strong }-shock
wave. Let us remark that in [Ch] the solvability of such Riemann
problems is taken for granted; on the other hand, this section has some
overlap with [Sc], and the whole matter is to some extent more or less
known. However we provide here complete details not only for sake of
completeness but rather to fix some notations which are going to be fre-
quently used in the following; moreover our proofs are slightly different
from those given in [Sc].
We begin with the Hugoniot curve of a strong shock.
Lemma 2.1. Let u

be a stable, piecewise constant }-shock wave with
speed p

. Then there exist two disjoints neighborhoods 0\/0 of u

\ and
I/R of p

such that for every u& # 0& we can find a unique curve
H( } , u&): I  0+
p [ H( p, u&)
in such a way that (u&, H( p, u&)) is a stable }-shock wave with speed p.
Moreover, if (u&, u+) # 0&_0+ is a }-shock wave with speed p # I, then
u+=H( p, u&).
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Proof. We define G(u&, p, u+)=p[u]&[ f (u)] for u\ # 0, p # R. The
function G is smooth, G(u

&, p

, u

+)=0 and
Du+ G(u
&, p

, u

+)=p

Id&A(u

+),
where Id denotes the N_N identity matrix. Since the shock is noncharac-
teristic, the matrix p

Id&A(u

+) is nonsingular, and we can apply the
implicit function theorem. Therefore there exist neighborhoods 0\/0 of
u

\, I/R of p

, and a smooth function H such that the RankineHugoniot
conditions p[u]&[ f (u)]=0 hold in 0&_I_0+ if and only if u+=
H( p, u&). By shrinking in case the neighborhoods 0\ and I we see that
(u&, H( p, u&)) is a stable }-shock wave; the lemma is therefore proved.
From the proof we see that
DpH( p, u&)=(A(H( p, u&))&pId )&1 (H( p, u&)&u&)
(2.1)
DuH( p, u&)=(A(H( p, u&)&pId )&1 (A(u&)&pId ).
In the sequel we shall need all the time to distinguish causal from non-
causal waves and left from right-hand sides; we introduce therefore a nota-
tion analogous to (1.7), (1.8), by factoring RN in two different ways as
follows:
RN=(RN)&nc_(R
N)&c =(R_ } } } _R)
}&1 times
_(R_ } } } _R)
N&(}&1) times
(2.2)
RN=(RN)+c _(RN)
+
nc=(R_ } } } _R)
} times
_(R_ } } } _R)
N&} times
. (2.3)
A vector u of RN can therefore be splitted into u=(u&nc , u
&
c ) or u=
(u+c , u
+
nc) as well as a box 0/R
N : 0=0&nc_0
&
c or 0=0
+
c _0
+
nc . With
a slight abuse of notation we shall sometimes briefly denote by #&nc, say,
a (}&1)-vector related in some way to the left-hand side, in order to stress
to which sides it refers and its size; analogous notations will be used for
subsets of RN, which are often supposed to be products of intervals of R
without any explicit mention.
We denote by R&nc , R
+
nc , the matrices of sizes N_(}&1), N_(N&}),
respectively, which can be written in column notations as
R&nc( p, u
&)=((*1(u&)&p) r1(u&), ..., (*}&1(u&)&p) r}&1(u&))
R+nc( p, u
+)=((*}+1(u+)&p) r}+1(u+), ..., (*N(u+)&p) rN(u+))
for u\ # 0\, p # I. For the same u\, p, we define the N_N matrix B by
B(u&, p, u+)=(R&nc( p, u
&)[u] R+nc( p, u
+)). (2.4)
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Remark that B(u

&, p

, u

+) is nonsingular owing to the stability assump-
tion. For sake of simplicity we shall sometimes drop the variable u+ and
write simply B( p, u&) whenever u+=H( p, u&).
For u # 0 we denote Lax’s curves through u (see [L]) by =i [ 8i (=i , u),
i=1, ..., N; they are defined for =i running in a sufficiently small neighbor-
hood of 0 and satisfy
D=i 8i (0, u)=ri (u) (2.5)
for every i=1, ..., N. Remark moreover that
Du 8i (0, u)=Id. (2.6)
If = # RN is sufficiently small, we define for u # 0 the state
8(=, u)=8N (=N , 8N&1(=N&1 , ..., 81(=1 , u)) . . .).
It is simply that right-hand state linked to the left-hand state u through the
succession of the N admissible simple waves whose strengths are =1 , ..., =N .
It is then natural to write the juxtaposition of some Lax’s curves as
8&nc(=
&
nc , u)=8}&1(=}&1, 8}&2(=}&2, ..., 81(=1 , u)) . . .) (2.7)
8&c (=
&
c , u)=8N (=N , 8N&1(=N&1 , ..., 8}(=} , u)) . . .) (2.8)
for u # 0 and ==(=&nc , =
&
c ) in a neighborhood | of 0 in R
N; analogously
we define 8+c and 8
+
nc . For sake of simplicity we shall call somewhat
improperly strengths also the speeds of the strong shocks.
Under the notations of Lemma 2.1 let |\, |\c , |
\
nc , be neighborhoods
of 0 and 0\1 a subset of 0
\/RN such that
8(|\, 0\1 ), 8
\
c (|c , 0
\
1 ), 8
\
nc(|
\
nc , 0
\
1 )/0
\. (2.9)
Then from Lax’s theory there exist neighborhoods |\1 /|
\ of 0 and
0\2 /0
\
1 of u
\ such that every Riemann problem having initial data
(u\l , u
\
r ) # 0
\
2 _0
\
2 can be solved by some strength =
\ # |\1 , i.e., u
\
r =
8(=\, u\l ); moreover =
\=O(1) |u\l &u
\
r | and intermediate states v
\ # 0\1
satisfy |v\&u

\|=O(1) max( |u\l &u
\|, |u\r &u
\| ). Here we used for the
states the usual norm | } | in RN.
We can now solve the Riemann problem for states close to a }-shock
wave by means of a selfsimilar solution. This solution is built from N
simple admissible waves which are all weak but the } th, a strong shock.
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Proposition 2.2. Let u

be a stable, piecewise constant }-shock wave with
speed p

. Unless of shrinking the neighborhoods 0\2 and |
\
1 up here, there
exists a neighborhood I1 /I of p

such that for every couple (u&, u+) #
0&2 _0
+
2 we can find in a unique way strengths #
\
nc # |1 , |
\
1, nc , p # I1 ,
satisfying
u+=8+nc(#
+
nc , H( p, 8
&
nc( #
&
nc , u
&))). (2.10)
Moreover
(#&nc , p&p

, #+nc)=O(1) max(|u
&&u

&|, |u+&u

+| ) (2.11)
and intermediate states v\ # 0\1 satisfy
|v\&u

\|=O(1) max( |u&&u

&|, |u+&u

+| ). (2.12)
Proof. Let F : |&nc_I_|
+
nc_0
&
1  0
&
1 _0
+
1 be the function defined by
F(#&nc , p, #
+
nc ; u
&)=(u&, 8+nc(#
+
nc , H(p, 8
&
nc( #
&
nc , u
&)))).
It is a smooth function, F(0, p

, 0; u

&)=(u

&, u

+), and from (2.1) and (1.7)
we obtain that
D#&ncF(0, p
, 0; u

&)=\ 0(A(u

+)&p

Id )&1 R&nc( p

, u

&)+ .
In the same way we compute
DpF(0, p

, 0; u

&)=\ 0(A(u

+)&p

Id )&1 [u

]+
D#+nc F(0, p
, 0; u

&)=\ 0r+nc(u +)+
and then
D#&nc , p, #+nc , u& F(0, p
, 0; u

&)
=\ 0(A(u

+)&p

Id )&1 B(u

&, p

, u

+)
Id
(A(u

+)&p

Id )&1 (A(u

&)&p

Id )+ .
Since the matrix B(u

&, p

, u

+) is nonsingular because of (1.9), then the
inverse function theorem applies and gives neighborhoods 0\2 , I1 , |
\
1, nc ;
the proposition is therefore proved.
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We give now a result concerning the interaction of the weak waves with
the strong }-shock (see Lemma 3.1 in [Sc]). Unfortunately we need nota-
tions still heavier than above in order to discuss the cases \%k>0 (to be
introduced in the next section): we shall distinguish these \’s from those
referring to sides by denoting them between round parentheses: (\).
We denote by T(\) , D (\) , R(\) , the transmission, deformation, reflec-
tion matrices, respectively, defined through
T(+)( p, u&)
B(u&, p, u+)&1 (A(u+)&pId ) r+c (u
+)|u+=H( p, u&)=\D(+)( p, u&)+R(+)( p, u&)
R(&)( p, u&)
B(u&, p, u+)&1 (A(u&)&pId ) r&c (u
&)|u+=H( p, u&)=\D(&)( p, u&)+ .T(&)( p, u&)
The sizes of the matrices T(+) , D(+) , R (+) are respectively (}&1)_}, 1_},
(N&})_}, while those of R(&) , D(&) , T(&) , are (}&1)_(N&}+1),
1_(N&}+1), (N&})_(N&}+1). For strengths we shall write in the
following |#|=j |#j |.
Lemma 2.3 (Weak-strong interaction). Let |\2 /|
\
1 be neighborhoods
of 0, I2 /I1 of p

, 0&3 /0
&
2 of u
&; if |2 , I2 , 0&3 , are sufficiently small then
the following developments hold.
((+) case) Consider some strengths ($ &nc , p, #
+
nc) # |
&
2, nc_I2_|
+
2, nc ,
=+c # |
+
2, c and u
& # 0&3 ; moreover let (1
&
nc , P, 1
+
nc) # |
&
1, nc_I1_|
+
1, nc be
some other strengths realizing
8+nc(1
+
nc , H(P, 8
&
nc(1
&
nc , u
&)))
=8+c (=
+
c , 8
+
nc(#
+
nc , H( p, 8
&
nc($
&
nc , u
&)))). (2.13)
Then the developments
1 &nc $
&
nc T(+)( p, u
&) =+c
\ P +=\ p ++\D(+)( p, u&) =+c +1 +nc #+nc R(+)( p, u&) =+c
+O(1) |=+c |( |$
&
nc |+|#
+
nc |+|=
+
c | ) (2.14)
hold in |&2, nc_I2_|
+
2, nc_|
+
2, c .
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((&) case) Consider now some strengths $ &c # |
&
2, c and (#
&
nc , p, =
+
nc) #
|&2, nc_I2_|
+
2, nc ; let (1
&
nc , P, 1
+
nc) # |
&
1, nc_I1_|
+
1, nc be some other
strengths satisfying
8+nc(1
+
nc , H(P, 8
&
nc(1
&
nc , u
&)))
=8+nc(=
+
nc , H( p, 8
&
nc(#
&
nc , 8
&
c ($
&
c , u
&)))). (2.15)
Then the developments
1 &nc #
&
nc R(&)( p, u
&) $ &c
\ P +=\ p ++\D(&)( p, u&) $ &c +1 +nc =+nc T(&)( p, u&) $ &c
+O(1) |$ &c | ( |$
&
c |+|#
&
nc |+|=
+
nc| ) (2.16)
hold in |&2,c_|
&
2, nc_I2_|
+
2, nc .
In both cases the O(1) term is uniform in ( p, u&) as long as
( p, u&) # I2_0&3 .
Proof. ((+) case) Let us define for
W=(1 &nc , P, 1
+
nc) # |
&
1, nc_I1_|
+
1, nc
w=($ &nc , #
+
nc , =
+
c ) # |
&
1, nc_|
+
1, nc_|
+
1, c
and for p # I1 , u& # 0&2 , the function
F(1 &nc , P, 1
+
nc ; $
&
nc , #
+
nc , =
+
c ; p, u
&)
=F(W; w; p, u&)
=8+nc(1
+
nc , H(P, 8
&
nc(1
&
nc , u
&)))
&8+c (=
+
c , 8
+
nc(#
+
nc , H(p, 8
&
nc($
&
nc , u
&))).
Denote W

=(0, p

, 0), w

=(0, 0, 0); since F(W

; w

; p

, u

&)=0 and
DW F(W; w; p, u&)=(A(u+)&pId )&1 B( p, u&), (2.17)
then we can apply once a time the implicit function theorem. Therefore
there would exist some neighborhood
|&2, nc_|
+
2, nc_|
+
2, c/|
&
1, nc&_|
+
1, nc+_|
+
1, c
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of w

, I2/I1 of p

, and 0&3 /0
&
2 of u
& , such that for (W, w, p, u&) therein
equality (2.13) holds if and only if W=W(w, p, u&) for some function W.
Since F($ &nc , p, #
+
nc; $
&
nc , #
+
nc , 0; p, u
&)=0, then by uniqueness
1 &nc $
&
nc
\ P +
|=c
+=0
=\ p + (2.18)1 +nc #+nc
for every ($ &nc , #
+
nc; p, u
&). Some simple calculations now yield
D=c+ F(W(0, p, u
&); 0; p, u&)=&r+c (u
+) (2.19)
for u+=H( p, u&). Therefore the coefficient of =+c in the Taylor develop-
ment of (1 &nc , P, 1
+
nc) at point (0, p, u
&) is
&((DWF )&1 D=c+ F )(W(0, p, u
&); 0; p, u&)
=B(u& , p, u+)&1 (A(u+)&pId ) r+c (u
+) (2.20)
for u+=H( p, u&). From (2.18), (2.20) we obtain (2.14).
((&) case) Analogously to the previous case we define
F(1 &nc , P, 1
+
nc ; $
&
c , #
&
nc , =
+
nc ; p, u
&)
=F(W; w; p, u&)
=8+nc(1
+
nc , H(P, 8
&
nc(1
&
nc , u)))
&8+nc(=
+
nc , H(p, 8
&
nc(#
&
nc , 8
&
c ($
&
c , u
&))))
and w

=(0, 0, 0); since (2.17) still holds, we apply again the implicit
function theorem. Now F |$c&=0
=0, then
1 &nc #
&
nc
\ P +
|$c
&
=0
=\ p + .1 +nc =+nc
Moreover, under the same notations as above,
D$c& F(W(0, p, u
&); 0; p, u&)=&(A(u+)&pId )&1 (A(u&)&pId ) r&c (u
&)
for u+=H( p, u&), whence (2.16). The lemma is therefore completely
proved.
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For sake of completeness we state also Glimm’s interaction lemma. If
$, =, are two strengths we introduce the interaction term
2($, =)= :
i>j
|$i =j |+:
i
$ |$i =i |, (2.21)
where the summation in the second sum is made for the indices i such that
the eigenvalue *i is genuinely nonlinear and moreover either $i<0 or =i<0.
In order to have same notations at both sides of the shock curve we set
0+3 =0
+
2 .
Lemma 2.4 (Weakweak interaction). Let =, $, be two strengths in |2
and #=#($, =, u) another strength satisfying
8(=, 8($, u))=8(#($, =, u), u)
for u # 0&3 _ 0
+
3 ; then, unless of shrinking the neighborhoods |2 of 0 and
0\3 of u
\ , we have
#($, =, u)==+$+O(1) 2($, =), (2.22)
where the O(1) term is uniform in u for u # 0&3 _ 0
+
3 .
In the following we shall denote by c0 an upper bound of all O(1) terms
in the previous lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and by c1 an upper bound for the norms
of the matrices T(\) , D(\) , R(\) , in I2_0&3 .
3. GLIMM’S SCHEME FOR A STRONG SHOCK
We prove in this section Theorem 1.1. The Glimm-type iterative scheme
we introduce below has the main feature of following step by step the
}-strong shock produced by the central Riemann problems, in such a way
to obtain a continuous, piecewise linear curve separating left from right-
hand states. In order to give just a rough description, think for a moment
to a Glimm-type scheme with tiles piled up the ones exactly on the others
(as in [ST], for instance, and not straddling others tiles, as in [Gl]). With
respect to that situation, here every row (say, the } th) is shifted from the
previous one (the (}&1)th) of a term _k&1 2t, where _k&1 is nothing else
than the speed of the strong }-shock in the row below (the (}&1)th).
Complete details are given in the following proofs, but since the Glimm
scheme and its variants are widely known, we refrain from giving any
motivations for the results below.
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3.1. The Scheme
Let 2t, 2x, be positive numbers satisfying the CourantFriedrichsLewy
condition,
2x
2t
>2 sup[ |*j (u)|; u # 0, j=1, ..., N]. (3.1)
We assume obviously that the right-hand side term in (3.1) is finite
(otherwise shrink 0); let [%k] be a sequence in ]&1, 1[. Let h\ be some
initial data in BV(R\) with values in 0\2 ; from h we construct the step
function u 0 as
u 0(x)=U0, n=h((2n&1)2x&0)
for x # ](2n&2) 2x, 2n 2x], n # Z"[0, 1] (3.2)
U0, 0=h&(0&), U0, 1=h+(0+).
The half-openness of the intervals is made in order to have left-continuous
functions. At the points 2n 2x we solve the Riemann problems of Cauchy
data U0, n , U0, n+1 , within the class of admissible simple waves; in par-
ticular for n=0 Proposition 2.2 applies and provides a }-shock speed
p0 # I2 . Then we define in the strip R_[0, 2t] the function u0=u0(t, x) by
pasting together the solutions of all such problems; this makes sense owing
to (3.1). By taking traces at t=2t of u0 we define another step function u 1 as
u 1(x)=U1, n=u0 (2t, (2n&1+%1) 2x+p0 2t&0)
for x # p0 2t+](2n&2) 2x, 2n 2x]
and n # Z. We can now repeat the above procedure by replacing u 0 with u 1
and so on. In general the step function u k is defined as
u k(x)=Uk, n=uk&1(k 2t, (2n&1+%k) 2x+?k&1 2t&0)
for x # ?k&1 2t+](2n&2) 2x, 2n 2x], (3.3)
where we have denoted
?k&1= :
k&1
j=0
pj
for k=1, 2, ..., and n # Z. From u k we define then uk ; the shock curve in the
(k+1)th strip [k2t, (k+1) 2t] is therefore x=/k(t)=pk } (t&k2t)+
?k&1 2t. We denote by u2t, 2x , /2t, 2x the functions
u2t, 2x |[k 2t, (k+1) 2t[=uk ,
/2t, 2x |[k 2t, (k+1) 2t[=/k .
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Now we introduce the notations for the iterative scheme. Recalling (3.3)
and Proposition 2.2 we denote
Uk, n+1=8(#(n), Uk, n ) n # Z"[0]
Uk, 1=8+nc(#
+
nc(0), H(p, 8
&
nc(#
&
nc(0), Uk, 0 )))
and for the next row
Uk+1, n+1=8(1(n), Uk, n ) n # Z"[0]
Uk+1, 1=8+nc(1
+
nc(0), H(P, 8
&
nc(1
&
nc(0), Uk+1, 0 ))).
Therefore n looks like a column index, while k counts the rows.
Dependence on k in the strengths has been dropped for sake of simplicity;
however we shall need sometimes the thorough notation #(k, n).
For each k=1, 2, ..., and n # Z"[0] we split
#(n)==(n)+$(n). (3.4)
The decomposition depends on the slope of the line joining the points
(k 2t, 2n 2x + ?k 2t) and ((k + 1) 2t, (2n \ 1 + %k+1) 2x + ?k 2t), for
%k+1>0, in other words on the states
uk ((k+1) 2t, (2n\1+%k+1) 2x+?k 2t&0). (3.5)
More precisely, let (3.5) be an m state, for some m between 1 and N; then
=i (n)=#i (n) for im and $j (n)=#j (n) for jm+1, except when #m(n)>0
(a rarefaction): in that case #m(n)==m(n)+$m(n) for =m(n)>0 and
$m(n)>0. Roughly speaking, =(n) and $(n) denote respectively the strengths
needed to join Uk, n to (3.5) and (3.5) to Uk, n+1 . If n=0 we have instead
#&nc(0)=(#1(0), ..., #}&1(0)) #
+
nc(0)=(#}+1(0), ..., #N(0))
and therefore we write #\nc(0)==
\
nc(0)+$
\
nc(0) analogously to (3.4).
We shall control the variation of the traces at the left and right-hand side
of the piecewise linear shock curve by means of the functionals
T\(k)= :
k
h=0
t* \h ,
where t&h =8
&
nc(#
&
nc(h, 0), Uh, 0 ), t
+
h =H( ph , t
&
h ) and t*
\
h =|t
\
h &t
\
h&1 |,
t* \0 =0; in these notations dot would suggest variation.
The iterative scheme will work within the following neighborhoods. Let
0\4 /0
\
3 be neighborhoods of u
\, |3 /|2 of 0 # RN, I3 /I2 of p

; from
Lax’s theory and the preceding results we can choose all of them suf-
ficiently small in order that
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(i) if u& # 0&4 , 8(#, u
&) # 0&4 , then # # |3 ; conversely, if u
& # 0&4 ,
# # |3 , then 8(#, u&) # 0&3 ;
(ii) if u+ # 0+4 , 8(#, u
+) # 0+4 , then # # |3 ; conversely, if u
+ # 0+4 ,
# # |3 , then 8(#, u+) # 0+3 ;
(iii) if u& # 0&4 and 8
+
nc(#
+
nc , H( p, 8
&
nc(#
&
nc , u
&))) # 0+4 , then
(#&nc , p, #
+
nc) # |
&
3, nc_I3_|
+
3, nc ;
conversely, if u& # 0&4 and (#
&
nc , p, #
+
nc) # |
&
3, nc_I3_|
+
3, nc , then
8+nc(#
+
nc , H( p, 8
&
nc(#
&
nc , u
&))) # 0+3 .
3.2. BV estimates
From now on we shall take therefore initial data h\ valued in 0\4 . We
consider at first the following case:
the initial data h is constant for large |x|. (3.6)
The strengths of (weak and strong) waves will be controlled by the following
Glimm-type linear functional:
L(k)=Lnc(k)+|#nc(0)|+KLc(k)+T(k)+P(k), k0. (3.7)
Notations in (3.7) are as follows: Lnc(k)=L&nc(k)+L
+
nc(k), with
L\nc(k)= :
\n1
|#\nc(n)| (3.8)
and analogously Lc(k)=L&c (k)+L
+
c (k) with
L\c (k)= :
\n1
|#\c (n)|. (3.9)
The aim of the functionals L&(k)=L&nc(k)+L
&
c (k) and L
+(k)=
L+c (k)+L
+
nc(k), with |#
\
nc(0)|, is to control the variation of the function
uk in the strip R_[k 2t, (k+1) 2t] on each side of the shock curve
x=/k+1(t); remark that the sums in (3.8), (3.9), are finite in view of (3.6)
and the finite propagation speed. Moreover, in (3.7) K is a constant to be
chosen later on and |#nc(0)|=|#&nc(0)|+|#
+
nc(0)|, T (k)=T
&(k)+T+(k).
At last
P(k)= :
k
h=0
p* h ,
where we denoted as above p* h=| ph&ph&1 |, for h=1, 2, ... , p* 0=0.
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We define moreover
L%(k)=Lnc(k)+|#nc(0)|+KLc(k),
where the circle suggests ‘‘interior part’’ in some sense: remark in fact that
L% is obtained from L by dropping the terms T(k) and P(k).
Our aim now is to show that if (1.11) holds for K sufficiently large, $ suf-
ficiently small, then the functional L(k) is bounded by 2L(0) for every k.
This will be proved by induction on k and since we shall exploit repeatedly
Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, we make the following induction hypothesis:
for h=0, ..., k the states Uh, n belong to 0&4 (respectively,
0+4 ) for n0 (n>0); the strengths #(h, n) are in |3 for
n{0 and #\nc(h, 0) # |
\
3, nc ; ph # I3 ; at last L(k)2L(0). (Ik)
The functional L takes into account the variations of the traces and the
speeds of the strong shocks, but its key feature lies in the different weight
assigned to causal and noncausal strengths. In fact, the so-called linear
estimates will be obtained for a sufficiently large constant K depending on
f (as in [Go], [ST]). Let us remark that the functional T+(k) is not
strictly necessary in what follows, since it is controlled by T&(k)+P(k);
its presence is merely due to reasons of symmetry.
We introduce now some quadratic functionals whose aim is to control
the amount of interactions. Under the notations of (3.4), for weak-weak
interactions we define
4\(+)(k)= :
\n1
2($(n), =(n+1)) (3.10)
4\(&)(k)= :
\n1
2($(n&1), =(n)). (3.11)
The interaction term 2($(0), =(1)) (respectively, 2($(&1), =(0))) is missing
in the case %k0 (%k<0); the reason is that the strengths $(0), =(1),
($(&1), =(0)) participate in the weak-strong interaction (see Lemma 2.3; all
this makes clearer the use of = and $ there).
For weak-strong interactions we define (see (2.14), (2.16))
*(+)(k)=|=+c (1)| ( |$
&
nc(0)|+|#
+
nc(0)|+|=
+
c (1)| )
*(&)(k)=|$ &c (&1)| ( |$
&
c (&1)|+|#
&
nc(0)|+|=
+
nc(0)| ).
We collect all the interaction potentials under the notation
4(\)(k)=4&(\)(k)+* (\)(k)+4
+
(\)(k).
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Proposition 3.1 (Linear estimates). Under assumption (Ik), if the con-
stant K is sufficiently large then the estimates
L(k+1)L(k)+2c0K4(\)(k)
hold when \%k+1>0.
Proof. We consider at first the case %k+10. In view of Lemma 2.4 and
hypothesis (Ik) we have the following estimates:
L&nc(k+1)L
&
nc(k)+|=
&
nc(0)|+c04
&
(+)(k)
(3.12)
L&c (k+1)L
&
c (k)+c04
+
(+)(k)
L+c (k+1)L
+
c (k)&|=
+
c (1)|+c04
+
(+)(k)
(3.13)
L+nc(k+1)L
+
nc(k)+c04
+
(+)(k).
Moreover Lemma 2.3 (together with hypothesis (Ik)) yields
|1 &nc(0)||$
&
nc(0)|+c1 |=
+
c (1)|+c0*(+)(k) (3.14)
|1 +nc(0)||#
+
nc(0)|+c1 |=
+
c (1)|+c0*(+)(k). (3.15)
From Lemma 2.3 we deduce the estimates
t* &k+1+t*
+
k+1c2 (c1 |=
+
c (1)|+c0*(+)(k))
for a positive constant c2 depending only on 8 and H; then
T&(k+1)+T+(k+1)T&(k)+T+(k)+c2 (c1 |=+c (1)|
+c0*(+)(k))
(3.16)
P(k+1)P(k)+c1 |=+c (1)|+c0 *(+)(k).
Therefore,
L(k+1)L(k)+2c0K4(+)(k)
if K>max(c1(c2+3), (c2+3)3). If %k+1<0 analogous calculations yield
the same estimate with 4(+) replaced by 4(&) . The proposition is therefore
proved.
Remark 3.2 In the following we shall always assume K>max
(c1(c2+3), (c2+3)3, 2). The first two bounds are imposed by the previous
proposition; the last one will be needed only at the end of this section.
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We define now some other quadratic functionals, the so-called potentials
for future interaction, to be compared with those introduced in (3.10),
(3.11):
Q&(k)= :
n<m &1
2(#(n), #(m)), Q+(k)= :
1m<n
2(#(m), #(n))
q&(k)= :
n &1
2(#(n), #&nc(0)), q
+(k)= :
n1
2(#+nc(0), #(n)).
Recall that 2 was defined on RN_RN, while #&nc(0) is in R
}&1 and #+nc(0)
in RN&}: in the definition of q\(k) we wrote briefly 2(#(n), #&nc(0)) for
2(#(n), (#&nc(0), 0)) and 2(#
+
nc(0), #(n)) for 2((0, #
+
nc(0)), #(n)). In analogy
with former notations we shall write
Q(k)=Q&(k)+Q+(k), q(k)=q&(k)+q+(k).
Lemma 3.3. Under assumption (Ik) we have
Q(k+1)+q(k+1)
Q(k)+q(k)&(4&(+)(k)+|#
+
nc(0)| |=
+
c (1)|+4
+
(+)(k))
+3c04(+)(k)(L%(k)+L%(k+1))
+c1 |=+c (1)| [L
&(k)+L+(k)+|=&nc(0)|&|=
+
c (1)|] (3.17)
Q(k+1)+q(k+1)
Q(k)+q(k)&(4&(&)(k)+|#
&
nc(0)| |$
&
c (&1)|+4
+
(&)(k))
+3c04(&)(k)(L%(k)+L%(k+1))
+c1 |$ &c (&1)| [L
&(k)+L+(k)+|$ +nc(0)|&|$
&
c (&1)| (3.18)
according to %k+10 or %k+1<0, respectively.
Proof. We consider in detail only the case %k+10 since the case
%k+1<0 is completely analogous. For sake of definiteness we deal at first
with the left-hand side. An estimate for Q& is easily obtained proceeding
as in the usual Glimm’s scheme (see [ST] for a similar estimate); one finds
that
Q&(k+1)Q&(k)&4&(+)(k)+c04
&
(+)(L
&(k)+L&(k+1))
+ :
n &1
2(#(n), =&nc(0)).
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Now we pass to q&; if we define
\(+)(n)=1(n)&$(n)&=(n+1), n{0 (3.19)
_&(+)(0)=1
&
nc(0)&$
&
nc(0)&T(+)( pk , Uk+1, 0) =
+
c (1), (3.20)
then Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 imply that
:
n&1
|\(+)(n)|c04&(+)(k) (3.21)
|_&(+)(0)|c0* (+)(k). (3.22)
Let us consider now
q&(k+1)&q&(k)+ :
n&1
2(#(n), =&nc(0))
= :
n&1
[2(1(n), 1 &nc(0))&2(#(n), #
&
nc(0))+2(#(n), =
&
nc(0))].
We plug the expressions obtained from (3.19) and (3.20) for 1(n), 1 &nc(0)
into (3.23) and use partial subadditivity of 2. For the many terms arising
in this computation we remark that
:
n&1
[2($(n), $ &nc(0))&2(#(n), $
&
nc(0)+2(=(n+1), $
&
nc(0)]=0
:
n&1
[2(=(n+1), _&(+)(0))+2($(n), _
&
(+)(0))]
c0 *(+)(k)(L&(k)+|#&nc(0)| )
:
n&1
[2($(n), T(+)( pk , Uk+1, 0) =+c (1))
+2(=(n+1), T(+) ( pk , Uk+1, 0) =+c (1))]
c1 |=+c (1)| (L
&(k)+|=&nc(0)| ).
We used repeatedly (3.22) and the estimate 2(#, ’)|#| |’|. Then we
exploit the estimates above in (3.23) and obtain
Q&(k+1)+q&(k+1)Q&(k)+q&(k)&4&(+)(k)+c0 (4
&
(+)(k)+* (+)(k))
_[L&(k)+L&(k+1)+|1 &nc(0)|+|#
&
nc(0)|]
+c1 |=+c (1)| (L
&(k)+|=&nc(0)|]. (3.24)
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We consider now the right-hand side (always in the case %k+10). This
time the estimate for Q+ is
Q+(k+1)Q+(k)&4+(+)(k)+c04
+
(+)(L
+(k)+L+(k+1))
& :
n2
2(=+(1), #(n)).
If we define
_+(+)(0)=1
+
nc(0)&#
+
nc(0)&R(+)( pk , Uk+1, 0) =
+
c (1)
then once a time Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 imply
:
n1
|\(+)(n)|c0 4+(+)(k)
|_+(+)(0)|c0*(+)(k).
Then we consider
q+(k+1)&q+(k)= :
n1
[2(1 +nc(0), 1(n))&2(#
+
nc(0), #(n))].
To give an estimate to this term we remark that
:
n1
[2(#+nc(0), $(n))+2(#
+
nc(0), =(n+1))&2(#
+
nc(0), #(n))]
=&2(#+nc(0), =
+
c (1))
:
n1
[2(_(+)(0), $(n))+2(_+(+)(0), =(n+1)]
c0* (+)(k) L+(k)
:
n1
[2(R(+)( pk , Uk+1, 0) =+c (1), $(n))
+2(R(+)( pk , Uk+1, 0) =+c (1), =(n+1))]
c1 |=+c (1)(L
+(k)&|=+c (1)| ).
From the definition (2.21) of the operator 2 we see that
2(#+nc(0), =
+
c (1))=|#
+
nc(0)| |=
+
c (1)|
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and then we arrive as before to the estimate
Q+(k+1)+q+(k+1)
Q+(k)+q+(k)&(4+(+)(k)+|#
+
nc(0)| |=
+
c (1)| )
+c0 (*(+)(k)+4+(+)(k))[L
+(k)+L+(k+1)+|1 +nc(0)|]
+c1 |=+c (1)| (L
+(k)&|=+c (1)| ). (3.25)
Now it suffices to add (3.24) and (3.25) to obtain (3.17). The lemma is
proved.
Unfortunately the potentials Q and q are not sufficient to compensate
the (possible) increase of the functional L. To this aim we introduce the
potential
q%(k)=L%(k) KLc(k)
and at last
Q(k)=Q(k)+q(k)+q%(k).
Proposition 3.4 (Quadratic estimates). Under hypothesis (Ik) we have
Q(k+1)Q(k)&4(\)(k)+CK4(\)(k)[L%(k)+CK4(\)(k)] (3.26)
according to \%k+10, for a positive constant C depending only on c0 .
Proof. We consider the case %k+10. As a first step we look for an
estimate of q%. From (3.12), (3.13), it is easy to prove that
L%(k+1)L%(k)+2c0K4 (+)(k)
(3.27)
Lc(k+1)Lc(k)+c0 4(+)(k)&|=+c (1)|.
Then
q%(k+1)q%(k)&K |=+c (1)| L%(k)
+c0 K4(+)(k)[3L%(k)+2c0K4(+)(k)]. (3.28)
The term &K |=+c (1)| L%(k) in (3.28) allows to compensate the term
c1 |=+c (1)| [L
&(k)+L+(k)+|=&nc(0)|] in the right-hand side of (3.17) and
to obtain the missing terms to *(+) ; in fact it is easy to check that
c1 |=+c (1)| [L
&(k)+L+(k)+|=&nc(0)|&|=
+
c (1)|]&K |=
+
c (1)| L%(k)
&K*(+)(k).
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This yields the estimate
Q(k+1)Q(k)&4(+)(k)+3c04 (+)(k)[L%(k)+L%(k+1)]
+c0K4(+)(k)[3L%(k)+2c0K4 (+)(k)],
whence (3.26) with C=9c0 , by using (3.27). As before the case %k+1<0 is
treated analogously; the proposition is therefore proved.
We can now prove the statement (Ik+1). From the linear and quadratic
estimates we obtain
L(k+1)+4c0KQ(k+1)
L(k)+4c0KQ(k)+2c0 K4(\)(k)[2CK(L%(k)+CK4(\)(k))&1].
Since (Ik) is supposed to hold true, then L%(k)2L(0), and from the
inequalities
4(\)(k)Q(k)2(L%(k))2
we have that 2CK[L%(k)+CK4(\)(k)]1 if L(0) is sufficiently small,
say, L(0)’=’(c0 , c1 , c2)=3(4CK)&1. Then
L(k+1)+4c0KQ(k+1)L(k)+4c0 KQ(k) (3.29)
and by induction
L(k+1)+4c0 KQ(k+1)L(0)+4c0KQ(0)
L(0)+8c0KL(0)2. (3.30)
Since L(0)’ implies 8c0KL%(0)<1, then L(k+1)+4c0 KQ(k+1)
2L(0), and consequently L(k+1)2L(0). In order to conclude the
proof of (Ik+1) it remains to check that states and strengths at step k+1
stay in the same neighborhoods they stayed at step k. This is achieved as
in the usual Glimm’s scheme by choosing &h\&u

\& sufficiently small,
taking into account (3.6) and possibly diminuishing ’ once again. The
induction proof is now complete.
It is now easy to get rid of assumption (3.6): it is sufficient to remark
that the generic state Uk, n depends only on a finite number of states U0, m ,
since of the finite propagation speed. So far we have then proved the
following result.
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Proposition 3.5. Let 0\, I, be sufficiently small neighborhoods of u

\,
p

, respectively, and assume that (1.11) holds with some sufficient small $.
Then the iterative scheme (3.3) defines two functions u2t, 2x(t, x) and
/2t, 2x(t) for t0, such that
(i) u2t, 2x # BV loc , u\2t, 2x is valued in 0
\, u2t, 2x(t, } ) # BV(R);
(ii) /2t, 2x(t) # Lip(R+), /2t, 2x is piecewise linear, p2t, 2x=/$2t, 2x is
valued in I and p2t, 2x # BV(R+);
(iii) u2t, 2x and p2t, 2x satisfy the estimates
&u\2t, 2x(t, } )&u
\&L+&p 2t, 2x&p

&L
C[&h&&u

&&L+&h+&u
+&L+V(h&)+V(h+)] (3.31)
V(u\2t, 2x(t, } ))+V( p2t, 2x)
C[V(h&)+V(h+)+|h&(0&)&u

&|+|h+(0+)&u

+|]
V(u\2t, 2x(t, /2t, 2x(t))
C[V(h&)+V(h+)+|h&(0&)&u

&|+|h+(0+)&u

+|]
for some positive constant C. Here above \ refer to \(x&/2t, 2x(t))>0.
3.3. L Estimates
The aim of this section is to control the sup norm deviations of the func-
tions u\2t, 2x(t, } ) from the constant states u
\ only by means of the
analogous deviations of the Cauchy data; this will improve estimate (3.31)
in Proposition 3.5. This refined estimate will be useful in forthcoming
applications; however, the reader who is mainly concerned with the exist-
ence result may skip this section and obtain Theorem 1.1 with an estimate
analogous to (3.31) instead of (1.13).
We use the coordinates of [Gl]: w\ are new dependent variables defined
in 0\ which satisfy
w\(u

\)=0
Du\w\i (u
\) } rj (u
\)=$ij , i, j=1, ..., N.
We use notations w\c , w
\
nc as in (1.7), (1.8) and define
|w&nc(u
&)|=max[ |w&j (u
&)|; j=1, ..., }&1]
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and so on. As in Proposition 3.5 u\2t, 2x(t, } ) stands for the restriction of
u2t, 2x(t, } ) to \(x&/2t, 2x(t))>0, and for it we introduce the quantity
&u2t, 2x(t, } )&K, =max &u\2t, 2x(t, } )&K,  ,
where
&u\2t, 2x(t, } )&K, =sup [ |u\2t, 2x(t, x)|K ; \(x&/2t, 2x(t))>0]
|u\|K=max[ |w\nc(u
\)|, K |w\c (u
\)|].
We recall that uk is defined in the (k+1)th strip [k 2t, (k+1) 2t] and
that its restriction to [k2t, (k+1) 2t[ is u2t, 2x . Unless of increasing K and
decreasing $, we prove by induction the property
&uk((k+1) 2t, } )&K, 2 &u 0( } )&K, . (Jk)
This will imply at once the estimate
&u\2t, 2x(t, } )&u
\&LC[&h&&u
&&L +&h+&u
+&L]
we were looking for and in turn this estimate will give an analogous bound
for &p2t, 2x&p

&L .
We begin by checking (Jk) for k=0. Let v& be a value of the solution
of a Riemann problem with data ul , ur in 0&2 , v
&=8i ($i , 8i&1(=i&1 , ...,
81(=1 , ul)) . . .) for some i between 1 and N; here in the genuinely nonlinear
case $i==i if =i0 while 0$i=i if =i>0, in the linearly degenerate case
$i==i . If either =i0 or $i==i or j{i, we estimate w&j as
|w&j (v
&)&w&j (ur)|
O(1)( |=i+1 |+ } } } +|=N | ) max[ |ul&u
&|, |ur&u
&|], ji,
|w&j (v
&)&w&j (ul)|
O(1)( |=1 |+ } } } +|=i | ) max[ |ul&u
&|, |ur&u
&|], j>i.
When 0$i<=i and j=i we begin to join either =i or 0 to increase
|w&j (v
&)| and then proceed as before; so either the first or the second
estimate above here hold also in this case. Therefore for $$(K) small
enough we obtain
|v&|K &u 0&K, +c0K &u 0&21, 2 &u 0&K,  (3.32)
with a constant c0 possibly larger than the one at the end of Section 2.
Riemann problems with data in 0+2 lead to analogous estimates.
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At last we look at a Riemann problem with data ul in 0&2 , ur in 0
+
2 .
Suppose v=8i (=i , 8i&1(=i&1, ..., 81(=1 , ul)) . . .)=v&, with i}&1. This
time we only have
|w&j (v
&)&w&j (u
&)|
O(1)( |=i+1 |+ } } } +|=}&1 | ) max[ |ul&u
&|, |ur&u
+|], ji,
|w&j (v
&)&w&j (ul)|
O(1)( |=1 |+ } } } +|=i | ) max[ |ul&u
&|, |ur&u
+|], j>i,
where u\ denotes the traces of the solution on either side of x=p0t. To
continue we use the following result which is obtained by the implicit func-
tion theorem through the stability assumption.
Lemma 3.6. Unless of shrinking the neighborhoods 0\ and I of Lemma 2.1,
the RankineHugoniot condition u+=H( p, u&) holds in 0&_I_0+ if and
only if
w\nc(u
\)=W \nc(w
&
c (u
&), w+c (u
+)), p=P(w&c (u
&), w+c (u
+))
for some smooth functions W +nc and P.
By this lemma we have, for j=1, ..., }&1,
|w&j (u
&)|:& |w&c (u
&)|+;& |w+c (u
+)| (3.33)
for some positive constants :&, ;&. This allows us to proceed as before
with
|w&c (u
&)&w&c (ul)|
O(1)( |=1 |+ } } } +|=}&1 |) max[ |ul&u
&|, |ur&u
+|] (3.34)
|w+c (u
+)&w+c (ur)|
O(1)( |=}+1|+ } } } +|=N | ) max[ |ul&u
&|, |ur&u
+ |]. (3.35)
Then from the estimates above Lemma 3.6 we have
K |w&c (v
&)|K |w&c (ul)|+O(1) K &u 0&
2
1, 
|w&j (v
&)||w&j (ul)|+O(1) &u 0&
2
1,  , i<j}&1,
while from (3.33)(3.35)
|w&nc(u
&)|K&1(:&+;&) max[K |w&c (ul)|, K|w
+
c (ur)|]+O(1) &u 0&
2
1,  .
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Unless of increasing K and decreasing $, we obtain once more
|v&|K2 &u 0&K,  .
The case v=v+ is treated analogously; all this proves (J0).
Now we prove that (Jk+1) follows from (Jk). We denote by uk+1, n the
function uk+1((k+2) 2t, } ) restricted to ]/k+1((k+2) 2t)+(2n&1) 2x,
/k+1((k+2) 2t)+(2n+1) 2x[, n # Z.
At first we treat causal modes: we fix some j} and look at uk+1, n(x).
For n0, when %k+10, we have
|w&j (uk+1, n(x))||w
&
j (Uk+1, n)|+c0 :
1i (n)<x
|1i (n) | } &uk, n&1,  ,
if x<1j (n),
|w&j (uk+1, n(x))||w
&
j (Uk+1, n+1)|+c0 :
1i (n)>x
|1i (n)| } &uk, n&1,  ,
if x1j (n),
where x<1i , (>), means that x is on the left (right) of 1i ; because j is
causal, the second estimate is not used for n=0, so we stay at the left of
the large shock. An analogous estimate is valid when %k+1<0. To control
the remainder we can then use Glimm’s functionals
L&j, y(k)= :
i> j
#i
&(m)<y
|#&i (m)|+ :
i< j
#i
&(m)>y
|#&i (m)|,
where y lies on the line t=(k+1) 2t and #&i means a strength at the left
side of x=/(t); denoting by xk, m=(2m&1+%k) 2x+?k&1 2t a vertex of
a diamond, then Uk+1, m=uk((k+1) 2t, xk+1, m&0) and we have, for
example when x<1j (n) and %k+1>0,
L&j, x(k+1)L
&
j, xk+1, n
(k)& :
i< j
1 i
&(n)<x
|1 &i (n)|+c1 |=
+
c (1)|+c0 4(+)(k),
n0,
(see (3.14)). This yields, using (Jk) and (3.29),
|w&j (uk+1, n(x))|+2c0 &u 0&K, (L
&
j, x(k+1)+KLc(k+1)+4c0KQ(k+1))
|w&j (uk, n(xk+1, n))|+2c0 &u 0&K,  (L
&
j, xk+1, n
(k)+KLc(k)+4c0 KQ(k)).
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We can repeat this process to obtain with some x1, n(x)<0,
K |w&j (uk+1, n(x))|K |w
&
j (u0(x1, n(x)))|
+2c0K &u 0&K, (Lj, x1, n(x)(0)+L(0)+8c0KL(0)
2)
&u 0&K, +c0 K &u 0&2K, 
+4c0K &u 0&K,  (L(0)+8c0KL(0)2)
2 &u 0&K,  .
The second inequality follows from (3.32) (which always holds if k=0), the
third one if $ is sufficiently small. The same process can be used for non-
causal modes if we reach t=0 without approaching the large shock.
In a second time, we treat noncausal modes when x\=/k+1((k+2) 2t)
\0. By symmetry it is enough to look at x&=/k+1((k+2) 2t)&0, so
j}&1, and %k+1>0. From (3.33) we have, under previous notations,
|w&j (uk+1, 0(x
&))|:& |w&c (uk+1, 0(x
&))|+;& |w+c (uk+1, 0(x
+))|
K&1(:&+;&) } 2 &u 0&K, 
&u 0&K, 
for K large enough. At last, for x</k+1((k+2) 2t) and j}&1, if we
reach the curve x=/2t, 2x(t) at time (k(x)+1) 2t and then at point
x&(x)=/k(x) ((k(x)+1) 2t)&0, we have
|w&j (uk+1, n(x))||w
&
j (uk(x), 0(x
&(x)))|+2c0 &u 0&K, 
_[L&j, x&(x)(k(x))+KLc(k(x))+4c0KQ(k(x))]
&u 0&K, +2c0 &u 0&K, [L(0)+8c0KL(0)2]
2 &u 0&K,  .
The induction proof is now complete.
3.4. Convergence of the Scheme
We consider now the convergence and the consistence of the scheme.
Since the domains of the functions u\2t, 2x depend on /2t, 2x , at first we
straighten the shock curve x=/2t, 2x(t) to x~ =0 and obtain convergence as
the grid mesh tends to 0 in this setting; then we come back to the old
variables and verify consistence there.
Let a>0 be such that condition (3.1) holds when 2x2t=1a; with this
choice we denote briefly u2=ua 2x, 2x , p2=pa 2x, 2x , /2=/a 2x, 2x . We make
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then the change of variables (t~ , x~ )=(t, x&/2(t) and denote by u~ 2 , p~ 2 , /~ 2 ,
the functions thus obtained from u2 , p2 , /2 . In the following proposition
\ refers to \x~ >0.
Proposition 3.7 (Convergence). For each %=[%k]k , every sequence
[2&]& of positive numbers with limit 0 has a subsequence, which we still
denote by [2&]& , such that
(i) [u~ \2&(t~ , } )] is convergent in L
1
loc(R
\) to u~ \% (t~ , } ) # BV(R
\), for
every t~ # R+;
(ii) [ p~ 2&] is convergent in L
1
loc(R
+) and almost everywhere to p~ % #
BV(R+);
(iii) [/~ 2&] is pointwise convergent to /~ % # Lip(R
+) and /~ %(t~ )=
t~0 p~ % (s) ds.
Moreover for t~ , s~ 0 we have the following estimates:
&u~ \% (t~ , } )&u
\&L+&p~ %&p

&L
C[&h&&u

&&L+&h+&u
+&L]
V(u~ \% (t~ , } ))+V( p~ %)
C[V(h&)+V(h+)+|h&(0&)&u

&|+|h+(0+)&u

+|]
|
\x~ >0
|u~ \% (t~ , x~ )&u~
\
% (s~ , x~ )| dx~
C |t~ &s~ | [V(h&)+V(h+)+|h&(0&)&u

&|+|h+(0+)&u

+|].
The proof of this proposition is as in the usual Glimm’s scheme and is
therefore omitted. Remark that in passing to the limit we have lost the con-
trol of the traces (see the last estimate in Proposition 3.5); it will be
recovered below with a different method.
At last we make the inverse change of variables and thus obtain func-
tions u\% , p% , /% , for \(x&/% (t))>0. Then, by exploiting the smoothness
of /% , it is not difficult to check that for almost every % the function u\% is
a }-shock wave solution to (1.12) with }-shock curve x=/% (t); the details
are left to the reader. Theorem 1.1 is therefore proved.
4. Traces
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2 concerning traces of the solutions
at the strong shock. We use the method of the approximate characteristics
introduced in [GL], and consequently many definitions and notations of
that paper will be taken for granted. To be definite, our goal is to prove
a suitable versione of Lemma 3.4 in [GL] about equicontinuity of the
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approximate solutions on either side of their approximate strong shock:
our theorem will easily follow from this. The main difference with respect
to [GL] is neither in the size of the problem ([GL] deals with 2_2
systems, but the extension to the general genuinely nonlinear case is
straightforward: see [Li1]), nor is due to the presence of linearly
degenerate eigenvalues ([Li2]); it is the strength of the shock which
demands a careful study of the (small) waves approaching it. For sake of
simplicity (in order to use the notations of [GL]) we shall be concerned
with the case in which *} is genuinely nonlinear and deal only with traces
at the right-hand side of the shock.
Let %=[%k]k be an equidistributed sequence providing a solution u=u%
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1; dependence on % will be however dropped
from now on. Likewise in Proposition 3.6 let [2&]& be a sequence of
positive numbers (or, when it is needed, a subsequence of it) converging to
0, p&=pa 2& , /&=/a 2& , and u
\
& =u
\
a 2& , 2&
for \(x&/&(t))>0. The con-
tinuous curve x=/&(t) is linear in every time interval [ka 2& , (k+1) a 2&].
In [GL] approximate characteristics are constructed according to some
rules about magnitudes of waves of same numbers entering a diamond; in
the general case strengths replace magnitudes ([Li1], [Li2]). In the
current case each segment of the curve x=/&(t) is a strong shock, so we
will consider /& as an approximate characteristic (no rule is needed).
Lemma 4.1. Let t0 # R+; for every neighborhood V of (t0 , /(t0)) there
exists ’>0, &0 # Z+ such that
(i) for &&0 every }-approximate characteristic & issuing from some
point in the interval [t&]_]/&(t&), /&(t&)+’[, where t& is defined by
t&=k&a 2& , k&a 2&t0<(k&+1) a 2& , runs into /& in V for positive times;
(ii) for &&0 every (}+1)-approximate characteristic .& issuing from
some point (t&& , /&(t
&
& )) of V such that t
&
& # Z
+a 2& , 0<t&&t&& <’ runs
into [t=t&] in V.
This lemma, which will be used to prove right equicontinuity at points
(t& , /&(t&)) contains an analogous result in [GL] (see assertion page 55,
case A of Lemma 3.4); however its proof is much simpler: }-characteristics
at both sides of /& point always toward /& , owing to the equidistribution
of the sequence % and the entropy condition.
We shall work in the frame of Lemma 4.1. Therefore let .& be a (}+1)-
approximate characteristic issuing from (t&& , /&(t
&
& )), t
&
& =k
&
& a 2& , with
zero (}+1)-strength on its left; it runs into [t=t&] in V at a point (t& ,
x&& ), x
&
& >/&(t&). Let & be a }-approximate characteristic issuing from
(t& , x&), x&<x&& , 0<x&&/&(t&)<’; it runs into /& in V at a point (t
+
& ,
/&(t+& )), t
+
& =k
+
& a 2& . Let 7& be the curve made of edges of diamonds just
above [t=t&] and on the right of the approximate shock curve; we denote
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with D&& the closed domain contained in V and bounded by /& , .& and 7& ,
D+& the domain contained in V and bounded by /& , & and 7& ; at last
D&=D
&
& _ D
+
& , _&#7& & [/&(t&)x<x&].
Let l& be anyone of the following curves made of edges of diamonds: just
on the left of .& in D&& , just on the left of & in D
+
& , _& or 7& . We denote
X<(l&)=}&1i=1 [X
+
i (l&)+|X
&
i (l&)|] the amount of waves with numbers
less than } crossing l& , where the sign is that of strengths, and analogously
X=(l&), X>(l&); Sl (&)0 the amount of }-shock leaving D+& and
absorbed (from the left) by & . We shall write briefly X>(.&& ) for X>(l&)
when l& is just on the left of .& in D&& and analogously for the other curves.
For /& , as in [GL], we can only define X<(l&), l& being the curve made
of edges of diamonds just on the right of /& & D\& , or /& & D& ; as before
we shall write X(/&), X(/\& ). Other amounts have to be replaced by the
following ones related to reflections and transmissions of waves through
the strong shock:
E}(/&)= :
%k+1>0
k&
&kk&
+&1
|=}(k, 1)|
B>(/&)= :
%k+1>0
k&
&kk&
+&1
|R(+)( pk , Uk, 0) =+0 (k, 1)|
+ :
%k+1<0
k&
&kk&
+&1
|T(&)( pk , Uk, 0) $ &c (k, &1)|.
We denote with D4 \& , (D
\
& ) the largest (smallest) domain of whole
diamonds contained (which contains) D\& and analogously D4 & , (D &);
adding to D4 +& half diamonds on the left of 
+
& we obtain D4
+
& _ &2 and
analogously for D4 && _ .
&
& 2; adding to D4
+
& whole diamonds which contain
+& we obtain D4
+
& _ 
+
& and analogously D4
&
& _ .
&
& . Let D be anyone of
the domains D4 & , D4 \& , D4
+
& _ 
+
& , D4
+
& _ 
+
& 2, D4
&
& _ .
&
& . We denote with
C<(D) the amount of waves with numbers less than } cancelled in D and
analogously C=(D), C>(D). If D is either one of the previous domains or D & ,
D \& , we denote with 4(D) the amount of interaction in D; remark that 4(D &)
contains not only finite sums of terms like (2.21), but also terms like *(\)(k).
Proposition 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 we have
X<(_&)X<(/+& )+2C<(D4
+
& )+O(1) 4(D4
+
& ) (4.1)
X=(_&)E}(/+& )&max[0, &=}(k
+
& &1, 1)]+|Sl (
+
& )|
+2C=(D4 +& _ 
+
& 2)+O(1) 4(D
+
& ) (4.2)
X>(_&)B>(/&& )+O(1) 4(D
&
& ). (4.3)
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Proof. To prove (4.1) we apply the conservation law (2.12) of [GL] to
the domain D4 +& : waves with numbers less than } entering through _& are
leaving through /& , whence (4.1). In the same way to prove (4.2) we apply
the conservation laws to the domain D4 +& _ 
+
& 2: waves with number
equal to } entering through _& are leaving through /& or & .
At last we tackle (4.3). In this case waves with numbers greater than }
leaving by _& are entering through /&& because at time t
&
& the noncausal
strengths on the left of .&& are 0. Let us consider a diamond cut by /
&
& :
let ((k+1) a 2& , /&((k+1) a 2&)), k<k& , be its center. The waves leaving
the diamond and entering D4 && are #
+
nc(k+1, 0), the waves leaving D4
&
& and
entering the diamond are #+nc(k, 0) if %k+1>0, =
+
nc(k, 0) if %k+1<0, and
Lemma 2.3 yields
|#+nc(k+1, 0)||#
+
nc(k, 0)|+|R(+)( pk , Uk, 0) =
+
c (k, 1)|+O(1) *(+)(k),
or
|#+nc(k+1, 0)||=
+
nc(k, 0)|+|T(&)( pk , Uk, 0) $
+
c (k, &1)|+O(1) *(&)(k).
Therefore, summing over k and taking into account again the conservation
laws, we obtain (4.3). The proposition is therefore proved.
The next step consists in dropping the terms Sl (+& ) in Proposition 4.2
and bounding the right-hand side terms in the new estimates.
Proposition 4.3. (i) We have
X=(_&)E}(/+& )+3C=(D4
+
& _ 
+
& )+O(1) 4(D
+
& ). (4.2)$
(ii) All the terms in the right-hand sides of (4.1), (4.2)$, (4.3) are
bounded by a constant times L&(0).
Proof. (i) At first we estimate Sl (+& ). We denote with Sr(
+
& ) the
amount of }-shocks absorbed by +& on the right and Str(
+
& )(t) the
absolute value of the strength of +& at time t when it is a shock, 0 when
it is a rarefaction; in a whole diamond 2 crossed by +& , we have
Str(+& )(t+0)=Str(
+
& )(t&0)+|Sl (
+
& )(t&0)|+|Sr(
+
& )(t&0)|
&C=(2)+O(1) 4(2),
so if C=(+& ) and 4(
+
& ) denote cancellations and interactions along 
+
&
from the initial time t& to the final time tf such that +& (tf){/
+
& (tf),
(tf=(k+& &1) a 2&), we have
|Sl (+& )|Str(
+
& )(tf)+C=(
+
& )+O(1) 4(
+
& ).
Now Str(+& )(tf)=max[0, &=}(k
+
& &1, 1)], so (4.5) yields (4.2)$.
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(ii) Formula (3.26) yields
4(D &)O(1)Q(k&& )O(1)L&(0)
and from the rules in [GL] we obtain
C<(D4 +& )X
+
<(7&)+O(1) Q(k&)O(1) L&(0)
C=(D4 +& _ 
+
& )X
+
=(7&)+O(1) 4(D
+
& )O(1) L&(0);
Moreover, as in (3.16),
B>(/&& )O(1) L&(0);
Last,
X<(/+& )+E}(/
+
& )X<(7&)+X=(7&)+O(1) Q(k&)O(1) L&(0).
Proposition 4.3 is proved.
Finally, the proof of Theorem 1.2 follows the lines of [GL]: we find some
subsequence of [2&], which will be still denoted by [2&], such that the
1-measure dX<(/)+dE}(/)+dB>(/) and the 2-measure dC<+dC=+d4
are defined by passing to the limit. Then, at every time t0>0 such that
(t0 , /(t0)) has measure zero with respect to the previous measures, (the
excluded t are at most countable), and for =>0, we use Lemma 4.1 with
V= ]t0&\= , t0+\=[_]/(t0)&\= , /(t0)+\=[ small enough to insure
|
t0+\=
t0&\=
(dX<(/&)+dE}(/&)+dB>(/&))<=
|
V=
(dC&<+dC
&
=+d4
&)<=,
with obvious notations, for every & sufficiently large. All that together with
(4.1), (4.2)$, (4.3) implies right equicontinuity, and Theorem 1.2 follows.
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